
I.INTRODUCTrON

For the operation of programming and
erasing of flash memory devices, high field
electron inj ecEion is ut.ilized t,o remove
electrons f rom t.he f loaEing gate electrod.e.
The electron injection is done at an edge of
the floating gate such as shown in Fig.1,
where the elecEric field concenLration occurs
and the Eunneling current is affected by the
enhanced f ields. (1' Since tunneling current
strongly depends on electric field, a subtle
change.of edge geometry can cause a significant
increase or decrease of the current,. To achieve
stable programing and erasing charact.eristics,
properties of the current enhancement at such
a curved region need to be well characterized.

In this presentationr w€ evaluaEe the
tunnellng current at the curved region of the
gate edge b1r numerical calculagion. The cunrature
radius of polysilicon gate edge tends Lo be
reLat,ively large (-j.Onm) since it, is subjected
to high temperature of about, 900 .C during the
subsequent processing. Therefore, calculaEion
was done for MOS structures with this range of
curvaLure radius and t,hin gate oxide t,hickness( 12nm ). The derailed disrribution of inject,ion
current, and effects of curvature radius are
examined. We demonstrate Ehat a very narrow
region less than gnm should be properly desigrned
to. control the t.unneling currenE.

2.IIETHOD FOR CAITCUITATTNG TUNNEITING
CURREITT

Assuming the free electron gas model in
metal and the wKB approximation for the tunneling
process of electron from the metal into the
oxide, tunneling current densiCy (Jt) and
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tunneling probability(Dt) is expressed by the
following equations .'"
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The symbols represent their usual physical
meanings. En is the normal component of the
energy of incident electron t.o the metal lsi12
interface.

The tunneling barrier profile Vt is
expressed using the potential profile V(r)
near the injecting electrode surface as

vt(D4s-{Vo-V(r)} (3)
where Sg is the barrier hight at the gate/SiO2
interface and Vo is Ehe potential of Ehe
injecting electrode.

The well known Fowler-Nordheim relation(3)
described below is an approximated analytical_
expression on the assumption t.hat the elecEric
field is uniform toward the normal direction
to the metal surface.

Jt=-l3mq--e-
Srhmo*Sg

8n(2nr";raqr3/2

The t.otal tunneling current is obtained.
by integrating the current d.ensity over the
emitt,ing electrode surface.

The calculation method we used is the
same as the reference(t) except the following
two points: (1) tunneling barrier was cal_culated
along electric f lux line; (Z ) pot,ential was
calculated numerically by the field analysis
prog'ram'o) instead of Schwartz-Christ.of f el
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transf ormation. (1)

fhe edge strucEure used for the calculation
is shown in Fig.1. A gate electrode with a
rounded corner faces toward the substraEe
with the disLance of 12nm. The corner is
shaped by an arc with a right. center angle.
The electron effective mass (m.,) and the
barrier sLep at the gat e/ SiO2 inr,erf ace ( 0B)
was set to mo/2 and 3 eV respectively.

3 . RESUIJTS OF IIIHE TUNNEI..IHG CURRENII
CAIJCUIJAT I ON

Fig.2 shows the profile of tunneling
current density along the gaE.e electrode surface
for different curvature radii. The profiles
have a peak aE the curved region. The maximum
current changes from 0.01 to 10 A/cm2 depending
on the curvature radius from 30nm to 2nm. The
maxirnrm current strongly depends on the curf/ature
radius. The current decays toward the parallel
p1aLe region to a value corresponding t,o it,s
nominal field (applied voltage/oxide thickness) .

The decay length is approximately 10nm as
expected from the oxide thickness of 12nm. IE
should be noted that the maximlrm current density
is very large compared to that at the parallel
plate region.

The ejection of elect,ron from the floating
gate during erasing operation of a flash memotaf
is done between floating gate and n* source
region. To know the effect of the curvature
radius to erasing charact,erisuics, change of
Lhe L.otal current due to Ehe edge geometry
should be evaluat,ed. The hatched area in Fig.3
shows the region where 80t of the cotal current
f l-ows. The total overlap width of n* region
and the gate was assumed to be 50nm. rhis
figure indicat.es that 80 t of the t,oEal current
between the gate and n* source region is
dominaEed by Ehe currenl flowing the very
narrow region aE the curved surface whose
width is less than 8nm. Thus the dominant
factor which determines t,he magnitude of the
total t,unneling current is not the width of
overlap but, the geometrical shape of the gate
surface at the curved region.

In Fig.4 the calculat,ed I-V characteristics
is shorrn to see the effect of currenL enhancement,
to I-V curve. The solid curve incorporates the
current. enhancement at the edge and the dot,ted
curve does not. At lower fields, the deviation
of t.he two curves gets more distinctive.

This is ocplained by the field dependence
of the current enhancement f act.or at the
edge. The ratio of the field at the edge to
t.he field at, the parallel plaLe regi-on remains
consLant wit,h changing nominal field. However,
the current enhancement fact.or, the rat.io of
the current at the edge to t,he current at t,he
paral1e1 plat.e region, will depend on t,he
nominal field strength since the tunneling
current is an exponential funcLion of electric
field. Fig.5 shows the dependence of the current
enhancement, facEor on the nominal field. As
the nominal field is decreased, t.he current

enhancement factor increases indicating the
larger contribution of Ehe edge current. to the
tot.al current at Iow f ields.

4.COIIPARf SON WIAH EXPERIUENTAIT RESUIJAS

To observe the enhancement of tunneling
currenL experimentally, w€ measured I-V curves
of two MOS struct,ures which are different in
perimeLer length of t.he gate electrode but
have the same gate oxide area of 8.1x10-3 cmt.
Sample A is a MOS transistor with a 1um gate
lengt.h and extremely wide gate width of 0.8m
to make easy Lo observe edge current,. Sample B
is a MOS capacitor isolated by LOCOS whose
totaL perimeEer was 3.5cm. Since the toEal
gate perimeter of t,he sample A is far longer
than the sample B, the edge effect is expected
to be observed for the sample A.

Fig.5 shows t,he measured I-V curves of
the two samples. The difference of the current
is mainly due to the work funcEion difference
bet,ween the tr^ro structures. To discern the
eff,ect of tunneling current enhancement, w€
should pay attent,ion to the slight difference
in Lhe slopes of the two curves. A paralIel
curve to the. curve B is shown in Fig.5' to
focus the difference of t.he slope. The slope
of the sample A, which have an extremely long
gate edge width, is smaller than t,he other.
This tendency is in accordance with the
calculated I-V curves shown in fig.4

5 . gultlttRY

Tunneling current enhancemenL due to
electric field concent,ration at a gate edge
was investigated by numerical ca1culat.ion. The
maximum current is several to several Ehousands
times larger than the value at the parallel
plate region depending on the curvature radius.
If the gate-source overlap region of 50nrn is
assumed, 80t of the total current flows at the
curvature region whose width is less lhan 8nm.

To find the detailed profile of the
tunneling current experimentally and fit to
Ehe calculated results may be quite difficult.
However, we believe Ehat this kind of calculation
presented here provides a method to estimat,e
Ehe effect of surface geometrar t,o the tunneling
current and helps to devise gate edge strLrctures
and fabrication processes opt.imized for flash
memory operat,ion.
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Fig.1- Cross section of a flash memory ceII
and t.he coordinate syst,em for the tunnel
current calculation.
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F:-g.2 Profile of tunneling current along
the gate elect,rode surface for different.
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Fig.5 Current enhancement factor ( .fmax/.lpp).
,Jmax is t.he maximum current density and Jpp is
t.he current density at t,he para11e1 plate
region.
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Fig.3 The region where 80t of the total
current flows(Ehe hatched area).
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Fig.5 Measured current-field curves for MOS

structures with a long gate edge perimeter
(Sample A) and without (Sample B) . The dashed
line is para11el line Lo the curve B.
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